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STATE SECURITY CHIEFS DISMISSED IN KOVASZNA COUNTY
 
 Important personal changes took place at top level of security in Kovaszna County.  
Reliable sources believe that Ceausescu personally instructed -- relating to the decisive 
majority of Hungarians living in Rumanian counties, principally Kovaszna county -- State 
Security that it was necessary, prior to the XIII Party Congress, to shed light on and 
provide an accounting of all "centers of opposition" concerning the "possibilities of 
hostile demonstrations" focusing first of all on the circumstances and perpetrators 
involved in the Sespsiszentgyörgy (Sfintu Gheorghe) monument explosion. 
 
 Since Rumanian security has thus far not been able to uncover identity of those 
involved in the monument explosion, they have dismissed the heads of the county's security 
and police forces, Hanches Ion from his post, along with the local security chief, Aulich, 
and the chief of militia, Harmati, the latter, a 49 year old Transylvanian Hungarian. 
 
 We would like to note here that each of the three leaders -- although Hungarian 
inhabitants of Kovaszna County do not owe them much gratitude -- are native Transylvanians 
and, for this reason alone, it was possible on more than one occasion to convince them of 
the absurd nature of some of the central orders from Bucharest and of the indispensibility 
of suitable resolutions based on the realities of Hungarian-Rumanian coexistence.  It is 
said, for example, that Hanches even mediated with higher authorities in Bucharest in the 
interest of securing the release of Arpad Visky, an actor who had been imprisoned on 
political grounds. 
 
 It is obvious that, in the increasingly more extreme anti-democratic and 
chauvinistic Rumanian leadership, this humane and rational gesture might even be too much 
for them and, thus, they might become "unreliable" to state security leaders. 
 
 Lt. Colonel Dupac ended up in Hanches' position.  Olteanu Gavril took over the 
direction of County Security, while his namesake, Olteanu Mirea, became head of the 
militia.  All of them come from original Rumanian territory (Dolj County) and carry out 
their duties there even up to now.  However, Olteanu Gavril received basic and practical 
training earlier at Kolozsvar (Cluj-Napoca) in the area of "Hungarian counter opposition 
measures." 
                                                                           




